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ABSTRACT. Photometric observations have been made of 36 stars classified as CST or CST: in the 
General Catalogue of Variable Stars. Six of these stars are found to vary and three others were deemed 
possible variables. Of the certain variables, two (MR Her and TY Sge) are red pulsators, one (V1585 Cyg) 
is a rapid irregular variable, one is apparently a short period Cepheid-strip star (V432 Oph), one is an 
eclipsing binary (AQ Boo), and one is of uncertain type (V351 Cyg). The stars we have observed as MR 
Her and TY Sge are the same ones which were identified on finding charts in the discovery papers, 
suggesting that these stars have intervals of variability and intervals of quiescence. V432 Oph is of special 
interest because our photometry indicates that it may be either a double mode Cepheid or a peculiar 
long-period RR Lyrae star depending on which of a couple of possible periods turns out to be correct. 
1. INTRODUCTION 2. THE OBSERVATIONS 
In an earlier paper (Schmidt et al. 1992; Paper I) photom- 
etry was presented for 16 stars which were classified as con- 
stant, CST, or probably constant, CST:, in the General Cata- 
logue of Variable Stars (the GCVS, Kholopov, 1985, 1987). 
The motivation for reexamining these objects was discussed 
there. Briefly, a few examples exist in the literature of stars 
which show significant changes in their pulsational proper- 
ties over time scales of decades. The reason for this behavior 
is unknown but promises to reveal interesting stellar physics. 
Since stars once classified as variable but later found to be 
constant might fall into this category, the CST and CST: 
stars are a fertile ground for searching for more objects of 
this type. 
Variables were found in the fields of three of the sixteen , 
objects discussed in Paper I. However, in two cases, FV Del 
and FP Gem, the variable was not the star marked on the 
original finding chart. Meinunger (1993a) reexamined the 
Sonneburg plates which were the basis for the classifying FV 
Del as CST and concluded that the star we found to vary also 
varied on those plates; this was apparently a case of misiden- 
tification. He is currently examining the plates for FP Gem 
(Meinunger 1993b) to clarify its status. 
The third CST star we found to vary, U Tau, turned out to 
be a rapid, semiregular variable. In that case, there is no 
possibility of misidentification and an examination of data 
from a century ago clearly indicated significant changes in its 
variations over time. Since this star is likely to be related to 
the T Tau stars, such behavior is not particularly surprising 
(see Herbst et al. 1994). 
Because the earlier study did turn up several interesting 
stars, it was decided to continue the observation of constant 
stars in the Northern Hemisphere. This paper reports obser- 
vations of 36 additional stars. These, together with the 16 
previously observed, represent more than three-quarters of 
the CST and CST: stars for which observations from Behlen 
Observatory are feasible. 
The observations were made in the interval from January 
1992 (Julian Date 2,448,642) to March 1996 (Julian Date 
2,450,173) with the Behlen Observatory CCD photometry 
system. The techniques used for the observations and data 
analysis are identical with those described in Paper I and 
references contained therein. A point which is relevant is that 
all the measurements used aperture photometry and may be 
subject to errors due to nearby bright stars. As before, we 
used the V and R bands and utilized differential measure- 
ments relative to other stars in the CCD field. The data were 
all placed on the standard system using standards from 
Landolt (1992) observed on photometric nights. The original 
observations, together with those from Paper I, will appear in 
the AAS CD-ROM Series, Astrophysics on Disc. The first 
part of the table is reproduced in Table 1 as a guide to form 
and content. The indices in the table are all differential rela- 
tive to the comparison stars in the field. However, the mean 
magnitudes and colors of the comparison stars were added to 
place these values on the standard system. 
Table 2 lists the stars observed. Column 1 gives the vari- 
able star identification while the number of nights on which 
the variable was observed and the number of individual ob- 
servations are given in the second column. The third and 
fourth columns list the rms scatter of the differential V and R 
magnitudes in millimagnitudes. The magnitudes and colors 
on the standard system are given in the next two columns. 
Most of these magnitudes and colors are based on at least 
three photometric nights and are accurate to 0.01 mag; ex- 
ceptions are indicated with colons. For the stars judged to be 
variable, the magnitudes and colors are a straight means of 
all the nights on which observations were available. The sev- 
enth column lists the range of dates of observations (given as 
Julian Date -2,440,0000). 
Much of the decision on the variability of a particular star 
rests on the rms scatter in V and R listed in Table 2. In Fig. 
1 we plot these errors against the V magnitude. The rms 
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